
CET - 350
Technical Computing using Java

Group Program #4
Bouncing object Application

Using an IDE, write a java application that will use a null layout manager for the Frame, which contains an
object where a circle/square will be animated, a speed scrollbar, a run/pause button, a circle/square button, a
tail/no tail button, a clear button, a quit button, and a size scrollbar.  The window listeners and Component
listeners will be used so that the window can be resized, minimized, maximized, and closed.

The buttons run/pause, circle/square, tail/no tail will toggle the actions and the labels of the buttons will change
to identify the action taken if the button is pressed.  For example, when the animated object is a square the
button will read Circle.  Pressing the Circle button the animated object will change to a circle and the button
will now read Square.  The Run/Pause button will control the animation, allowing the user to pause and resume
the animation.  The Tails/No Tails button will keep the previous animated objects on the screen forming a trail
or the previous animated object will be cleared before the new one is rendered showing only the current
animated object.  The clear button will clear the animated screen.  The quit button will terminate the program. 
The speed scrollbar will change the animation speed from slow to fast, use reasonable values.  The size
scrollbar will change the animated object's size from small to large, again use reasonable values.  The change in
size of the animated object is also restricted by it's position on the screen and the borders of the animated
screen.  The object can not be made larger than the space available.  The scrollbar should always remain in sync
with the actual size of the animated object.

The application will implement Runnable and use a Thread with the start and run methods.  The application will
move the animated object, circle or square, on a diagonal.  Whenever the animated object contacts a boundary
of the animated screen, it will change direction based on the side contacted.  There will be a border around the
animated screen which the animated object will not destroy and the boundary will not be re drawn with each
rendering.  The animated screen object will extend a Canvas and override the paint and update methods for
drawing.

Resizing the window will not allow the window to become smaller than needed to display the minimum size of
the buttons and scrollbars.  The buttons, scrollbars, and animated screen object will resize when the window is
resized.  The animated object will not be allowed to be trapped outside of the new window size when resizing.

Turn in the source code of your program on a fully identified  thumb drive.  Both the device label and the
program header will contain your names, the course title, course number, group number, and email addresses. 
The program header will also contain the program name.  The program will be named Bounce.java.  You must
fully comment your program.

Only turn in a program that will compile without errors.  A program that has compile errors will be returned un-
checked.  Late points will continue to accumulate until a program is turned in that compiles without errors.




